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Gemma had forgotten the camera was
there. She was all heat, all desire. The
complete Love Three Ways series is now
available to buy or borrow for FREE with
KU When 21-year old Gemma exchanged
heartbreak and a bleak future in London for
a new job working as an au pair for the
Kennedy family in New York, she didnt
expect to experience a deeper love than
shed ever known or a side to her sexuality
she hadnt known existed. But it was
thrilling all the same. Thrilling and
addictive. In Studio Heat, the Kennedys
help Gemma feel better about her naked
body in some deliciously naughty ways.
This is part three of the Love Three Ways
series. The stories can be read alone, but
you will enjoy them more if you start at
part one. This short story is about 7000
words and just right for a sexy bedtime (or
anytime!) read. If you enjoy it, youll
probably love the rest of the series too and
will want to find out what happens next to
Gemma. You can read all six episodes
free with an Amazon Prime or Kindle
Unlimited account. Here are all the books
in the series:- Book 1 - Discipline &
Seduction (ASIN: B00OSLH744) Book 2 One Hot Night (ASIN: B00OSLH6ZO)
Book 3 - Studio Heat (ASIN:
B00OSLH6ZY) Book 4 - Truth &
Punishment (ASIN: B00Q58OMHI) Book
5 - Pleasured in Paris (ASIN:
B00R29RAZU) Book 6 - Love Always
(ASIN: B00R3JQ8K2) The story is not for
children due to mature themes and
language. If you are offended by
descriptions of hot sex between consenting
adults, who just cant help wanting more
than vanilla, this love story is not for you.
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